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(54) ANTENNA SPLITTING METHOD AND CONTROLLER IN ACTIVE ANTENNA SYSTEM

(57) The present invention relates to an antenna
splitting method in an active antenna system and a con-
troller, where the method includes: when load of an active
antenna system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a
load threshold, if a cell in an optimized area is not over-
loaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of the AAS
cell, and load of a second cell is less than the load of the
AAS cell, acquiring a first antenna parameter combina-

tion corresponding to a maximum capacity of the opti-
mized area; and splitting an AAS antenna according to
the first antenna parameter combination. The antenna
splitting method in an active antenna system and the con-
troller according to embodiments of the present invention
can effectively reduce the load of a heavily loaded AAS
cell, and effectively increase a capacity of the optimized
area.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of wireless communications technologies, and in particular, to an
antenna splitting method in an active antenna system and a controller.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Currently, a base station in a wireless network is already extremely crowded with antennas and devices of
various frequency bands and standards. If a new system, for example, a Long Term Evolution (Long Term Evolution,
LTE) base station, needs to be deployed, no free space is available for an antenna, and no free space is available in
some equipment rooms, either. An active antenna system (Active Antenna System, AAS) can not only ensure that a
service of an existing network remains unchanged, but also provide a service based on a new frequency band or a new
system. The AAS integrates a radio remote unit (Radio Remote Unit, RRU) and an antenna, and has advantages such
as a reduced device footprint, a reduced device installation time, and a remotely adjustable antenna downtilt, azimuth,
and beamwidth.
[0003] An existing AAS antenna splitting technology cannot adapt to a dynamic change of a network, and cannot
effectively increase a system capacity.

SUMMARY

[0004] In view of this, a technical problem that needs to be resolved by the present invention is: how to correctly select
an AAS antenna beam to split a heavily loaded AAS cell so as to effectively increase a capacity of the AAS cell.
[0005] To resolve the foregoing technical problem, according to a first aspect of the present invention, an antenna
splitting method in an active antenna system is provided, including:

when load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in an optimized
area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, and load of a second cell is less than
the load of the AAS cell, acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of
the optimized area, where
the first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the AAS
cell, or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter combination
includes a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second antenna parameter of the second cell, where: the
first antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a first antenna and a transmit power of the first antenna, and the
second antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a second antenna and a transmit power of the second antenna; and
splitting an AAS antenna according to the first antenna parameter combination.

[0006] With reference to the first aspect, in a first possible implementation manner, the acquiring a first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area includes:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquiring, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter
combination, the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity of the optimized area.

[0007] With reference to the first possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a second possible implemen-
tation manner, the measurement information includes a signal to interference plus noise ratio SINR and a throughput
that are of the user equipment; and the performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using
multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and
corresponding to each antenna combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations specifically includes:

performing estimation on the basis of the SINR and the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter com-
binations, to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the throughput that are corresponding
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to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations.

[0008] With reference to the second possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a third possible implemen-
tation manner, the calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of
the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination specifically includes:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource
block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination; and
calculating, according to the resource block RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

[0009] With reference to the first aspect, in a fourth possible implementation manner, the acquiring a first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area further includes:

a coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the first antenna parameter combination is
greater than or equal to a coverage counter threshold.

[0010] With reference to the fourth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a fifth possible implementation
manner, the acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized
area includes:

acquiring multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage condition, where the coverage condition
refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold; and
calculating the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter combi-
nations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the
maximum capacity.

[0011] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a sixth possible implementation
manner, the acquiring antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage condition includes:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a coverage counter that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
comparing calculated coverage counters corresponding to all the antenna parameter combinations with the coverage
counter threshold, to acquire the multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet the coverage condition.

[0012] With reference to the sixth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a seventh possible imple-
mentation manner, the measurement information includes an SINR and a reference signal received power RSRP that
are of the user equipment; and the performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple
antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding
to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations specifically includes:

performing estimation on the basis of the SINR and the RSRP by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations,
to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the RSRP that are corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, the coverage counter that is of
the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination specifically includes:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the RSRP, the coverage
counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

[0013] With reference to the seventh possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in an eighth possible imple-
mentation manner, the measurement information further includes a throughput of the user equipment; and the performing
estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain
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an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination
of the multiple antenna parameter combinations specifically further includes:

performing estimation on the basis of the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations, to
obtain an estimated value that is of the throughput and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of
the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the calculating the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter
combinations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination corresponding
to the maximum capacity specifically includes:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource
block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination that meets the coverage condition; and
calculating, according to the RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized area
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition, to acquire an
antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity.

[0014] With reference to the fourth possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a ninth possible implemen-
tation manner, the acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized
area includes:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquiring, according to the calculated capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination, the first antenna parameter combination that is of antenna parameter combinations meeting
the coverage condition and that is corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, where the coverage
condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter
threshold.

[0015] With reference to the first aspect and any one of the possible implementation manners of the first aspect, in a
tenth possible implementation manner, the capacity counter of the optimized area is obtained by using Formula 1: 

where p is the RB usage of the optimized area; q is the load difference rate of the optimized area; k1 and k2 are a
proportion of the RB usage of the optimized area and a proportion of the load difference rate of the optimized area,
respectively, and k1+k2=1; and G1 is the capacity counter, where a smaller capacity counter indicates a larger capacity.
[0016] With reference to any one of the fourth to the tenth possible implementation manners of the first aspect, in an
eleventh possible implementation manner, Formula 2 is used as a formula for calculating the coverage counter: 

where n is a quantity of pieces of the acquired measurement information of the optimized area; i=1, 2, ..., n, where i is
an integer; DLRSRP(i) and DLRSSINR(i) are the estimated value of the RSRP and the estimated value of the SINR,
respectively; ThreshDLRSRP and ThreshDLRSSINR are an RSRP threshold and an SINR threshold, respectively; k3 and
k4 are a proportion of the RSRP and a proportion of the SINR, respectively, and k3+k4=1; when DLRSRP(i) ≥
ThreshDLRSRP, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 1, and otherwise, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 0; and F1 is the
coverage counter.
[0017] To resolve the foregoing technical problem, according to a second aspect of the present invention, a controller
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is provided, including:

an acquiring unit, configured to: when load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load
threshold, if a cell in an optimized area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell,
and load of a second cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, acquire a first antenna parameter combination
corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, where
the first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the AAS
cell, or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter combination
includes a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second antenna parameter of the second cell, where: the
first antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a first antenna and a transmit power of the first antenna, and the
second antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a second antenna and a transmit power of the second antenna; and
a splitting unit, configured to split an AAS antenna according to the first antenna parameter combination.

[0018] With reference to the second aspect, in a first possible implementation manner, the acquiring unit includes:

a first acquiring subunit, configured to acquire measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the
optimized area within a preset duration;
a first estimation subunit, configured to perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using
multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and
corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
a first capacity calculation subunit, configured to calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement
information, a capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
a second acquiring subunit, configured to acquire, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area, corre-
sponding to each antenna parameter combination, and calculated by the first capacity calculation subunit, the first
antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity of the optimized area.

[0019] With reference to the first possible implementation manner of the first aspect, in a second possible implemen-
tation manner, the measurement information includes a signal to interference plus noise ratio SINR and a throughput
that are of the user equipment; and the first estimation subunit is specifically configured to:

perform estimation on the basis of the SINR and the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the throughput that are corresponding to
each antenna combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations.

[0020] With reference to the second possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a third possible imple-
mentation manner, the first capacity calculation subunit is specifically configured to:

calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput that are obtained
by the first estimation subunit, a resource block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
calculate, according to the resource block RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

[0021] With reference to the second aspect, in a fourth possible implementation manner, a coverage counter that is
of the optimized area and corresponding to the first antenna parameter combination is greater than or equal to a coverage
counter threshold.
[0022] With reference to the fourth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a fifth possible imple-
mentation manner, the acquiring unit includes:

a third acquiring subunit, configured to acquire multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage
condition, where the coverage condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or
equal to the coverage counter threshold; and
a fourth acquiring subunit, configured to calculate the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to
the multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter
combination corresponding to the maximum capacity.

[0023] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a sixth possible implemen-
tation manner, the third acquiring subunit includes:
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a fifth acquiring subunit, configured to acquire measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the
optimized area within a preset duration;
a second estimation subunit, configured to perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using
multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and
corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
a second coverage calculation subunit, configured to calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement
information, the coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter
combination; and
a sixth acquiring subunit, configured to compare calculated coverage counters corresponding to all the antenna
parameter combinations with the coverage counter threshold, to acquire the multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions that meet the coverage condition.

[0024] With reference to the sixth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a seventh possible imple-
mentation manner, the measurement information includes an SINR and a reference signal received power RSRP that
are of the user equipment; and the second estimation subunit is specifically configured to:

perform estimation on the basis of the SINR and the RSRP by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations,
to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the RSRP that are corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the second coverage calculation subunit is specifically configured to:

calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the RSRP, the coverage
counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

[0025] With reference to the seventh possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in an eighth possible
implementation manner, the measurement information further includes a throughput of the user equipment; and the
second estimation subunit is specifically further configured to:

perform estimation on the basis of the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain
an estimated value that is of the throughput and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the
multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the fourth acquiring subunit is specifically configured to:

calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource
block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination that meets the coverage condition; and
calculate, according to the RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized area and
corresponding to each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition, to acquire an antenna
parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity.

[0026] With reference to the fourth possible implementation manner of the second aspect, in a ninth possible imple-
mentation manner, the acquiring unit is specifically configured to:

acquire measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations,
to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna parameter
combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized area
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquire, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area, corresponding to each antenna parameter combi-
nation, and calculated by the third capacity calculation subunit, the first antenna parameter combination that is of
antenna parameter combinations meeting the coverage condition and that is corresponding to a maximum capacity
of the optimized area, where the coverage condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is
greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold.

[0027] With reference to the second aspect and any one of the possible implementation manners of the second aspect,
in a tenth possible implementation manner, the capacity counter of the optimized area is obtained by using Formula 1: 
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where p is the RB usage of the optimized area; q is the load difference rate of the optimized area; k1 and k2 are a
proportion of the RB usage of the optimized area and a proportion of the load difference rate of the optimized area,
respectively, and k1+k2=1; and G1 is the capacity counter, where a smaller capacity counter indicates a larger capacity.
[0028] With reference to any one of the fourth to the tenth possible implementation manners of the second aspect, in
an eleventh possible implementation manner, Formula 2 is used as a formula for calculating the coverage counter: 

where n is a quantity of pieces of the acquired measurement information of the optimized area; i=1, 2, ..., n, where i is
an integer; DLRSRP(i) and DLRSSINR(i) are the estimated value of the RSRP and the estimated value of the SINR,
respectively; ThreshDLRSRP and ThreshDLRSSINR are an RSRP threshold and an SINR threshold, respectively; k3 and
k4 are a proportion of the RSRP and a proportion of the SINR, respectively, and k3+k4=1; when DLRSRP(i) ≥
ThreshDLRSRP, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 1, and otherwise, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 0; and F1 is the
coverage counter.
[0029] To resolve the foregoing technical problem, according to a third aspect of the present invention, a controller is
provided, where the controller may be a computation-capable host server, personal computer PC, or portable computer
or terminal, or the like.
[0030] The controller includes a processor, a communications interface, a memory (memory array), and a bus. The
processor, the communications interface, and the memory communicate with each other by using the bus.
[0031] The communications interface is configured to communicate with a network element, where the network element
includes, for example, a virtual machine management center and a shared memory.
[0032] The processor is configured to execute a program. The processor may be a central processing unit CPU, an
application-specific integrated circuit ASIC, or one or more integrated circuits that are configured to implement an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0033] The memory is configured to store a file. The memory may include a high-speed RAM memory, and may further
include a non-volatile memory, for example, at least one disk memory. The memory may also be a memory array. The
memory may also be divided into blocks, and the blocks may be combined into a virtual volume according to a rule.
[0034] In a possible implementation manner, the memory stores program code that includes a computer operation
instruction, and the processor invokes the program code stored in the memory to perform the following steps:

when load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in an optimized
area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, and load of a second cell is less than
the load of the AAS cell, acquire a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of
the optimized area, where
the first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the AAS
cell, or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter combination
includes a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second antenna parameter of the second cell, where: the
first antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a first antenna and a transmit power of the first antenna, and the
second antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a second antenna and a transmit power of the second antenna; and
split an AAS antenna according to the first antenna parameter combination.

[0035] With reference to the third aspect, in a first possible implementation manner, the acquiring a first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area includes:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquiring, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter
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combination, the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity of the optimized area.

[0036] With reference to the first possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a second possible implemen-
tation manner, the measurement information includes a signal to interference plus noise ratio SINR and a throughput
that are of the user equipment; and the performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using
multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and
corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations specifically
includes:

performing estimation on the basis of the SINR and the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter com-
binations, to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the throughput that are corresponding
to each antenna combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations.

[0037] With reference to the second possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a third possible implemen-
tation manner, the calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of
the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination specifically includes:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource
block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination; and
calculating, according to the resource block RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

[0038] With reference to the third aspect, in a fourth possible implementation manner, the acquiring a first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area further includes:

a coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the first antenna parameter combination is
greater than or equal to a coverage counter threshold.

[0039] With reference to the fourth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a fifth possible implementation
manner, the acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized
area includes:

acquiring multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage condition, where the coverage condition
refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold; and
calculating the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter combi-
nations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the
maximum capacity.

[0040] With reference to the fifth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a sixth possible implementation
manner, the acquiring antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage condition includes:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a coverage counter that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
comparing calculated coverage counters corresponding to all the antenna parameter combinations with the coverage
counter threshold, to acquire the multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet the coverage condition.

[0041] With reference to the sixth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a seventh possible imple-
mentation manner, the measurement information includes an SINR and a reference signal received power RSRP that
are of the user equipment; and the performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple
antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding
to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations specifically includes:

performing estimation on the basis of the SINR and the RSRP by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations,
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to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the RSRP that are corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, the coverage counter that is of
the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination specifically includes:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the RSRP, the coverage
counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

[0042] With reference to the seventh possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in an eighth possible imple-
mentation manner, the measurement information further includes a throughput of the user equipment; and the performing
estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain
an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination
of the multiple antenna parameter combinations specifically further includes:

performing estimation on the basis of the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations, to
obtain an estimated value that is of the throughput and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of
the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the calculating the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter
combinations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination corresponding
to the maximum capacity specifically includes:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource
block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination that meets the coverage condition; and
calculating, according to the RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized area
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition, to acquire an
antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity.

[0043] With reference to the fourth possible implementation manner of the third aspect, in a ninth possible implemen-
tation manner, the acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized
area includes:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquiring, according to the calculated capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination, the first antenna parameter combination that is of antenna parameter combinations meeting
the coverage condition and that is corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, where the coverage
condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter
threshold.

[0044] With reference to the third aspect and any one of the possible implementation manners of the third aspect, in
a tenth possible implementation manner, the capacity counter of the optimized area is obtained by using Formula 1: 

where p is the RB usage of the optimized area; q is the load difference rate of the optimized area; k1 and k2 are a
proportion of the RB usage of the optimized area and a proportion of the load difference rate of the optimized area,
respectively, and k1+k2=1; and G1 is the capacity counter, where a smaller capacity counter indicates a larger capacity.
[0045] With reference to any one of the fourth to the tenth possible implementation manners of the third aspect, in an
eleventh possible implementation manner, Formula 2 is used as a formula for calculating the coverage counter: 
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where n is a quantity of pieces of the acquired measurement information of the optimized area; i=1, 2, ..., n, where i is
an integer; DLRSRP(i) and DLRSSINR(i) are the estimated value of the RSRP and the estimated value of the SINR,
respectively; ThreshDLRSRP and ThreshDLRSSINR are an RSRP threshold and an SINR threshold, respectively; k3 and
k4 are a proportion of the RSRP and a proportion of the SINR, respectively, and k3+k4=1; when DLRSRP(i) ≥
ThreshDLRSRP, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 1, and otherwise, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 0; and F1 is the
coverage counter.
[0046] According to the antenna splitting method in an active antenna system and the controller that are provided in
the embodiments of the present invention, load of a cell in an optimized area after an AAS antenna parameter is adjusted
can be estimated according to a gain of the antenna parameter; when the cell in the optimized area is not overloaded,
and loads of two cells obtained after an AAS cell is split are less than load of the AAS cell before the AAS cell is split,
the controller can re-calculate a capacity of the optimized area; all calculated capacity values are compared to acquire
an antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity; and finally, the controller can split, according
to a beam corresponding to the antenna parameter combination, an AAS antenna corresponding to a heavily loaded
AAS cell. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to the embodiments of the present
invention can effectively reduce the load of the heavily loaded AAS cell, and effectively increase a capacity of the
optimized area.
[0047] Other features and aspects of the present invention will become more clear from the following detailed descrip-
tions of exemplary embodiments with reference to accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0048] Accompanying drawings that are included in the specification and serve as a part of the specification, together
with the specification, illustrate exemplary embodiments, features, and aspects of the present invention, and are used
to explain principles of the present invention.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to another embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to still another embodiment
of the present invention;
FIG. 4 is a structural block diagram of a controller according to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a structural block diagram of a controller according to another embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 is a structural block diagram of a controller according to still another embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 7 is a structural block diagram of a controller according to still another embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0049] Various exemplary embodiments, features, and aspects of the present invention are described below in detail
with reference to accompanying drawings. Same reference numerals in the accompanying drawings represent elements
with a same or similar function. Though various aspects of the embodiments are illustrated in the accompanying drawings,
unless otherwise specified, the accompanying drawings are not necessarily drawn to scale.
[0050] The term "exemplary" herein means "being used as an example or an embodiment, or being illustrative". Any
embodiment described as "exemplary" does not need to be explained to be preferable over or better than another
embodiment.
[0051] In addition, for a better description of the present invention, many details are given in specific embodiments
below. A person skilled in the art should understand that the present invention can still be implemented without these
specific details. In some other examples, well-known methods, means, elements, and circuits are not described in detail,
so as to highlight the subject matter of the present invention.
[0052] An AAS antenna may be split in multiple manners, for example, vertical splitting and horizontal splitting. Vertical
splitting of an AAS antenna mainly refers to that beamforming is implemented on a vertical plane of the AAS antenna,
so that two beams covering different areas are formed on the vertical plane of the AAS antenna, and one cell is split
into two cells. In this case, the two cells have a same frequency channel number, but the AAS antenna uses different
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downtilts to cover a near site and a far site.
[0053] With the technology of vertical splitting of an AAS antenna, one cell is split into two cells, which doubles a
spectrum resource and may increase a capacity. However, after one cell is split into two cells, because interference
increases, and power may decrease by half (coverage becomes poorer), spectrum efficiency may decrease significantly.
Therefore, if improper splitting is selected, a total capacity of the two cells obtained after the splitting may be less than
the original capacity of the one cell. Therefore, the problem that needs to be resolved by this application is how to select
a proper AAS antenna beam to split an AAS cell so as to effectively increase a capacity of the AAS cell.

Embodiment 1

[0054] FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to an embodiment
of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the method may mainly include the following steps:

Step S100. When load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in
an optimized area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, and load of a second
cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, acquire a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum
capacity of the optimized area.

[0055] The first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the
AAS cell, or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter combination
includes a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second antenna parameter of the second cell, where: the first
antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a first antenna and a transmit power of the first antenna, and the second
antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a second antenna and a transmit power of the second antenna.
[0056] Step S110. Split an AAS antenna according to the acquired first antenna parameter combination.
[0057] Specifically, a control center (hereinafter referred to as a controller) for AAS cells sets a threshold for load of
each AAS cell, where the threshold is a maximum limit for load of an AAS cell. When load of an AAS cell exceeds the
threshold, user experience of the AAS cell will be significantly degraded. In this case, the AAS cell needs to be split to
reduce the load of the AAS cell.
[0058] When the controller detects that load of an AAS cell (hereinafter referred to as a first AAS cell) exceeds a load
threshold set by the controller, that is, the AAS cell is heavily loaded, the controller may estimate, on the basis of an
antenna gain corresponding to an antenna parameter, a capacity of the AAS cell obtained after the AAS antenna
parameter is adjusted. For example, it is assumed that the AAS antenna is adjusted, and the AAS cell is split into two
cells: the first cell and the second cell. The first cell is corresponding to the first antenna parameter, and the second cell
is corresponding to the second antenna parameter. The first antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a first antenna
and a transmit power of the first antenna, and the second antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a second antenna
and a transmit power of the second antenna. The first antenna parameter and the second antenna parameter form the
antenna parameter combination obtained after the AAS cell is split. It is assumed that the controller splits, according to
an antenna parameter combination, an AAS antenna corresponding to the heavily loaded AAS cell. The controller can
estimate the load of each cell in the optimized area according to an antenna gain that is of the AAS antenna before the
AAS antenna is split and that is relative to an antenna gain corresponding to the antenna parameter combination. In this
application, the optimized area may be an AAS cell, or may be an AAS cell and a neighboring cell of the AAS cell. If the
load of each cell in the optimized area is not greater than a bandwidth of the cell (the cell is not overloaded), and the
loads of the first cell and the second cell that are obtained after the AAS cell is split are less than load of the AAS cell
before the AAS cell is split, the controller can calculate a capacity of the optimized area, that is, the controller can obtain
the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the antenna parameter combination.
[0059] When another antenna parameter combination is used, if the cell that is in the optimized area and corresponding
to the antenna parameter combination is not overloaded, and the loads of the first cell and the second cell that are
obtained after the AAS cell is split are less than the load of the AAS cell before the AAS cell is split, the controller can
still calculate a capacity of the optimized area, that is, the controller can still obtain the capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to the antenna parameter combination.
[0060] All calculated capacity values of the optimized area are compared to acquire an antenna parameter combination
corresponding to a maximum capacity, that is, a first antenna parameter combination. In a possible implementation
manner, when an antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity value is being acquired, ac-
quiring a coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the antenna combination may also be
included, and an acquired coverage counter corresponding to the first antenna combination should also meet a coverage
condition, where the coverage condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal
to a coverage counter threshold.
[0061] Finally, the controller can split, according to a beam corresponding to the first antenna parameter combination,
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an AAS antenna corresponding to the heavily loaded AAS cell.
[0062] In the antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to this embodiment of the present
invention, load of a cell in an optimized area after an AAS antenna parameter is adjusted can be estimated according
to a gain of the antenna parameter; when the cell in the optimized area is not overloaded, and loads of two cells obtained
after an AAS cell is split are less than load of the AAS cell before the AAS cell is split, the controller can re-calculate a
capacity of the optimized area; all calculated capacity values are compared to acquire an antenna parameter combination
corresponding to a maximum capacity; and finally, the controller can split, according to a beam corresponding to the
antenna parameter combination, an AAS antenna corresponding to a heavily loaded AAS cell. The antenna splitting
method in an active antenna system according to this embodiment of the present invention can effectively reduce the
load of the heavily loaded AAS cell, and effectively increase a capacity of the optimized area.

Embodiment 2

[0063] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of an antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to another embodiment
of the present invention. Steps with same reference numerals in FIG. 2 and FIG. 1 provide same functions. For brevity,
detailed descriptions of these steps are omitted.
[0064] As shown in FIG. 2, a main difference between this embodiment and the foregoing embodiment lies in that the
foregoing step S100 may mainly include the following steps:

Step S1001. Acquire measurement information that is collected by user equipment in an optimized area within a
preset duration.
Step S1002. Perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter
combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations.
Step S1003. Calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.
Step S1004. Acquire, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination, the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the
optimized area.

[0065] For the foregoing step S1001, in a possible implementation manner, when detecting that an AAS cell is heavily
loaded, a controller can trigger user equipment in an optimized area corresponding to the AAS cell to collect data within
a preset duration. A manner of collecting data generally includes reporting measurement information by means of an
MDT (Minimization Drive Test, minimization drive test) or a DT (Drive TEST, drive test).
[0066] In a possible implementation manner, the foregoing measurement information may mainly include an SINR
(Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio, signal to interference plus noise ratio) and a throughput that are of the user
equipment. The foregoing measurement information is real data that is of the user equipment in the optimized area and
collected before the heavily loaded AAS cell is split.
[0067] For the foregoing step S1002, the controller can adjust an antenna parameter of the AAS cell. For different
schemes for adjusting AAS antenna parameters, different antenna parameter combinations can be obtained. For details
about the antenna parameter and the antenna parameter combinations, reference may be made to detailed descriptions
of the foregoing embodiment. After acquiring measurement information reported by the user equipment, the controller
can perform estimation on the basis of the foregoing measurement information according to an antenna gain corre-
sponding to each antenna parameter combination, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination. When the foregoing measurement information mainly in-
cludes the SINR and throughput of the user equipment, obtained estimated values that are of the measurement infor-
mation and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination are specifically an estimated value of the SINR and
an estimated value of the throughput.
[0068] For step S1003, after the estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination is obtained, the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination can be calculated.
[0069] In a possible implementation manner, the foregoing step S1003 may include the following steps:
[0070] Step S1003a. Calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput,
a resource block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination.
[0071] Step S1003b. Calculate, according to the resource block RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity
that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.
[0072] For the foregoing step S1003a, a quantity of RBs that are required by the user equipment is a ratio of the
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throughput of the user equipment to a transmission efficiency corresponding to the SINR of the user equipment, and a
quantity of RBs required in a cell is a sum of RBs required by all user equipment in the cell. Therefore, after the controller
obtains the estimated values that are of the SINR and the throughput and corresponding to an antenna parameter
combination, a quantity of RBs required by the user equipment in the antenna parameter combination can be obtained
based on a ratio of the estimated value of the throughput of the user equipment to a transmission efficiency corresponding
to the estimated value of the SINR of the user equipment, and therefore a quantity of RBs required by the cell is obtained.
The RB usage of the optimized area can be obtained by dividing a sum of RBs required by all cells in the optimized area
by a sum of RBs corresponding to bandwidth of all the cells in the optimized area.
[0073] An average quantity of RBs required by all the cells in the optimized area can be obtained by dividing the sum
of RBs required by all the cells in the optimized area by a total quantity of the cells in the optimized area, and a load
difference rate of a cell may be expressed as an absolute value of a difference between the quantity of RBs required by
the cell and an estimated value of the average quantity of the RBs required by all the cells in the optimized area. Therefore,
a load difference rate of the optimized area can be calculated by dividing a sum of load difference rates of all the cells
in the optimized area by a total quantity of the cells in the optimized area.
[0074] For the foregoing step S1003b, in a possible implementation manner, a capacity counter of the optimized area
can be calculated by using Formula 1 according to the obtained RB usage and a load difference rate of the optimized area. 

where p is the RB usage of the optimized area; q is the load difference rate of the optimized area; k1 and k2 are a
proportion of the RB usage of the optimized area and a proportion of the load difference rate of the optimized area,
respectively, which are set by the controller, and k1+k2=1; and G1 is the capacity counter and indicates a function value
of Formula 1, where a smaller capacity counter of the optimized area indicates a larger capacity of the optimized area.
[0075] For another antenna parameter combination, a capacity counter that is of an optimized area and corresponding
to each antenna parameter combination can be obtained by using the foregoing method and formula, and therefore a
capacity that is of an optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination can be obtained.
[0076] For the foregoing step S1004, the antenna parameter combination corresponding to a minimum capacity coun-
ter, that is, the antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity, can be acquired by comparing
capacity counters that are corresponding to all antenna parameter combinations and calculated in the foregoing step
S1003.
[0077] Finally, after the antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity is acquired, the
controller can split an AAS antenna in the heavily loaded AAS cell according to the antenna parameter combination,
that is, a beam corresponding to the first antenna parameter combination.
[0078] In the antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to this embodiment of the present
invention, load of a cell in an optimized area after an AAS antenna parameter is adjusted can be estimated according
to a gain of the antenna parameter; when the cell in the optimized area is not overloaded, and loads of two cells obtained
after an AAS cell is split are less than load of the AAS cell before the AAS cell is split, the controller can re-calculate a
capacity of the optimized area; all calculated capacity values are compared to acquire an antenna parameter combination
corresponding to a maximum capacity; and finally, the controller can split, according to a beam corresponding to the
antenna parameter combination, an AAS antenna corresponding to a heavily loaded AAS cell. The antenna splitting
method in an active antenna system according to this embodiment of the present invention can effectively reduce the
load of the heavily loaded AAS cell, and effectively increase a capacity of the optimized area.

Embodiment 3

[0079] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to still another
embodiment of the present invention. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to this
embodiment may mainly include the following steps:

Step S200. When load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in
an optimized area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, and load of a second
cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, acquire a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum
capacity of the optimized area.

[0080] The first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the
AAS cell, or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter combination
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includes a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second antenna parameter of the second cell, where: the first
antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a first antenna and a transmit power of the first antenna, and the second
antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a second antenna and a transmit power of the second antenna.
[0081] Step S210. Split an AAS antenna according to the first antenna parameter combination.
[0082] In a possible implementation manner, the first antenna combination that is corresponding to the maximum
capacity and acquired in step 200 can further meet a coverage condition, where the coverage condition refers to that a
coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to a coverage counter threshold.
[0083] In a possible implementation manner, the foregoing step S200 may include the following steps:

Step S2001. Acquire multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage condition, where the coverage
condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter
threshold.
Step S2002. Calculate a capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter
combinations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination corresponding
to the maximum capacity.

[0084] For the foregoing step S2001, because the coverage counter of the AAS cell is a most basic counter, if coverage
is poor after the AAS antenna in the AAS cell is adjusted, it is very likely that a complaint will be received from a user of
the AAS cell. Therefore, the controller may first calculate the coverage counter of the optimized area to acquire an
antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition, where the coverage condition refers to that the
coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold, where the coverage
counter threshold is set by the controller. The controller considers whether to split an antenna of the AAS cell according
to a beam corresponding to the antenna parameter combination only when the calculated coverage counter of the
optimized area is greater than or equal to the set coverage counter threshold.
[0085] For the foregoing step S2002, it is not necessary to calculate capacities corresponding to all antenna parameter
combinations, and it is only necessary to calculate the capacity corresponding to the antenna parameter combination
that meets the coverage condition. For the antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition and
calculated in step S2001, the controller directly calculates the capacities corresponding to the antenna parameter com-
binations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum
capacity.
[0086] In a possible implementation manner, the foregoing step S2001 may include the following steps:
[0087] Step S2001a. Acquire measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within
a preset duration.
[0088] Step S2001b. Perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna
parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations.
[0089] Step S2001c. Calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a coverage counter
that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
Step S2001d. Compare calculated coverage counters corresponding to all the antenna parameter combinations with
the coverage counter threshold, to acquire the multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet the coverage condition.
[0090] For the foregoing steps S2001a and S2001b, the measurement information of the user equipment can be
acquired and estimated by respectively using the method in step S1001 and in step S1002 that are in the foregoing
embodiment, so as to obtain the estimated value of the measurement information. In a possible implementation manner,
the measurement information acquired in the foregoing step S2001a may include an SINR and an RSRP (Reference
Signal Receiving Power, reference signal received power) that are of the user equipment; in the foregoing step S2001b,
specifically, the SINR and the RSRP can be estimated by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain the
estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the RSRP.
[0091] For the foregoing step S2001c, in a possible implementation manner, specifically, the coverage counter that
is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination can be calculated according to the
estimated value of the RSRP and the estimated value of the SINR.
[0092] In a possible implementation manner, Formula 2 is used as a formula for calculating the coverage counter: 

where n is a quantity of pieces of the acquired measurement information of the optimized area; i=1, 2, ..., n, where i is
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an integer; DLRSRP(i) and DLRSSINR(i) are the estimated value of the RSRP and the estimated value of the SINR,
respectively; ThreshDLRSRP and ThreshDLRSSINR are an RSRP threshold and an SINR threshold, respectively, which
are set by the controller; k3 and k4 are a proportion of the RSRP and a proportion of the SINR, respectively, which are
set by the controller, and k3+k4=1; when DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 1, and otherwise,
(DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 0; and F1 is the coverage counter.
[0093] The coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination
can be calculated by using the foregoing Formula 2.
[0094] For the foregoing step S2001d, the coverage counter that is corresponding to each of all the antenna parameter
combinations and calculated by using Formula 2 can be compared with the coverage counter threshold, to acquire the
antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition, that is, to acquire the antenna parameter combination
when the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold.
[0095] In a possible implementation manner, the measurement information acquired in the foregoing step S2001a
may include a throughput of the user equipment; in the foregoing step S2001b, specifically, the throughput can also be
estimated by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain the estimated value of the throughput. For the
foregoing step S2002, specifically, a resource block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition can be calculated ac-
cording to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput; then, the capacity corresponding
to each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition can be separately calculated.
[0096] For example, a capacity counter of the optimized area can be calculated by using the foregoing Formula 1,
where a smaller capacity counter indicates a larger capacity. Therefore, a maximum value of the capacity counter that
is of the optimized area and calculated by using Formula 1 indicates a maximum capacity value of the optimized area.
An antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity value is the first antenna parameter com-
bination.
[0097] It should be noted that a method for acquiring the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the
maximum capacity value in the foregoing embodiment is as follows: first calculate the coverage counter that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to the antenna parameter combination, and then calculate the capacity that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to the antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage counter, so as to
acquire the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity. A person skilled in the art can
easily anticipate that a method for acquiring the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum
capacity value can also be as follows: first calculate the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the
antenna parameter combination, and then acquire, according to the calculated capacity, the first antenna parameter
combination that is of antenna parameter combinations meeting the coverage condition and that is corresponding to a
maximum capacity of the optimized area. That is, in a possible implementation manner, the acquiring a first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area may mainly include: acquiring
measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration; performing
estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain
an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination
of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement
information, a capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquiring, according to the calculated capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter
combination, the first antenna parameter combination that is of antenna parameter combinations meeting the coverage
condition and that is corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, where the coverage condition refers
to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold.
[0098] Finally, the controller splits, according to a beam corresponding to the acquired antenna parameter combination
that is corresponding to the maximum capacity, an AAS antenna corresponding to a heavily loaded AAS cell.
[0099] In the antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to this embodiment of the present
invention, load of a cell in an optimized area after an AAS antenna parameter is adjusted can be estimated according
to a gain of the antenna parameter; when the cell in the optimized area is not overloaded, and loads of two cells obtained
after an AAS cell is split are less than load of the AAS cell before the AAS cell is split, the controller may first calculate
a coverage counter of the optimized area, and when the coverage counter meets a coverage condition, calculate the
capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage
condition; all calculated capacity values are compared to acquire an antenna parameter combination corresponding to
a maximum capacity. The controller can also first calculate a capacity of the optimized area, and then acquire, according
to the calculated capacity of the optimized area, an antenna parameter combination that is of antenna parameter com-
binations meeting the coverage condition and that is corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area. Finally,
the controller can split, according to a beam corresponding to the acquired antenna parameter combination, an AAS
antenna corresponding to a heavily loaded AAS cell. In a case in which the optimized area meets the coverage condition,
an antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to this embodiment of the present invention can
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effectively reduce the load of the heavily loaded AAS cell, and effectively increase a capacity of the optimized area.

Embodiment 4

[0100] FIG. 4 is a structural block diagram of a controller according to an embodiment of the present invention. The
controller 40 is mainly applied to an active antenna system. As shown in FIG. 4, the controller may mainly include an
acquiring unit 41 and a splitting module 42.
[0101] The acquiring unit 41 is mainly configured to: when load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than
or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in an optimized area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of
the AAS cell, and load of a second cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, acquire a first antenna parameter combination
corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, where
the first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the AAS cell,
or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter combination includes
a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second antenna parameter of the second cell, where: the first antenna
parameter includes a downtilt of a first antenna and a transmit power of the first antenna, and the second antenna
parameter includes a downtilt of a second antenna and a transmit power of the second antenna.
[0102] The splitting unit 42 is connected to the acquiring unit 41, and is mainly configured to split an AAS antenna
according to the first antenna parameter combination.
[0103] The controller according to this embodiment of the present invention can be specifically configured to execute
the antenna splitting method in an active antenna system in the foregoing Embodiment 1. For details about the antenna
splitting method in an active antenna system in Embodiment 1, reference may be made to the foregoing embodiment.
[0104] According to the controller provided in this embodiment of the present invention, when load of an active antenna
system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in an optimized area is not overloaded, load of a
first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, and load of a second cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, an acquiring
unit may be used to acquire an antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized
area; and a splitting unit can split the AAS antenna according to a beam corresponding to the antenna parameter
combination acquired by the acquiring unit. The controller provided in this embodiment of the present invention can
effectively reduce the load of a heavily loaded AAS cell, and effectively increase a capacity of the optimized area.

Embodiment 5

[0105] FIG. 5 is a structural block diagram of a controller according to another embodiment of the present invention.
Components with same reference numerals in FIG. 5 and FIG. 4 provide same functions. For brevity, detailed descriptions
of these components are omitted.
[0106] As shown in FIG. 5, a main difference between the controller 50 in this embodiment and the controller 40 in
the foregoing embodiment lies in that an acquiring unit 41 may specifically include: a first acquiring subunit 411, a first
estimation subunit 412, a first capacity calculation subunit 413, and a second acquiring subunit 414.
[0107] The first acquiring subunit 411 is mainly configured to acquire measurement information that is collected by
user equipment in an optimized area within a preset duration. The first estimation subunit 412 is mainly configured to
perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to
obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna parameter com-
bination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations. The first capacity calculation subunit 413 is mainly configured
to calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized area
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination. The second acquiring subunit 414 is mainly configured to
acquire, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area, corresponding to each antenna parameter combination,
and calculated by the first capacity calculation subunit 413, the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to
a maximum capacity of the optimized area.
[0108] In a possible implementation manner, the measurement information includes a signal to interference plus noise
ratio SINR and a throughput that are of the user equipment; and the first estimation subunit 412 is specifically configured
to perform estimation on the basis of the SINR and the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations,
to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the throughput that are corresponding to each
antenna combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations.
[0109] In a possible implementation manner, the first capacity calculation subunit 413 is specifically configured to
calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput that are obtained by
the first estimation subunit 412, a resource block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and
corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
calculate, according to the resource block RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.
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[0110] In a possible implementation manner, a capacity counter of the optimized area can be calculated by using
Formula 1. 

where p is the RB usage of the optimized area; q is the load difference rate of the optimized area; k1 and k2 are a
proportion of the RB usage of the optimized area and a proportion of the load difference rate of the optimized area,
respectively, which are set by the controller, and k1+k2=1; and G1 is the capacity counter and indicates a function value
of Formula 1, where a smaller capacity counter of the optimized area indicates a larger capacity of the optimized area.
[0111] The controller 50 according to this embodiment of the present invention can be specifically configured to execute
the antenna splitting method in an active antenna system in the foregoing Embodiment 2. For details about the antenna
splitting method in an active antenna system in Embodiment 2, reference may be made to the foregoing embodiment.
[0112] According to the controller provided in this embodiment of the present invention, when load of an active antenna
system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in an optimized area is not overloaded, load of a
first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, and load of a second cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, a first
acquiring subunit is configured to acquire measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized
area within a preset duration; a first estimation subunit is configured to perform estimation on the basis of the measurement
information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value of the measurement infor-
mation; a first capacity calculation subunit is mainly configured to calculate, according to the estimated value of the
measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter com-
bination; a second acquiring subunit is mainly configured to compare the capacities that are corresponding to all the
antenna parameter combinations and calculated by the first capacity calculation subunit, to acquire an antenna parameter
combination that is corresponding to the maximum capacity; and a splitting unit can split the AAS antenna according to
the antenna parameter combination acquired by the acquiring unit. The controller provided in this embodiment of the
present invention can effectively reduce the load of a heavily loaded AAS cell, and effectively increase a capacity of the
optimized area.

Embodiment 6

[0113] FIG. 6 is a structural block diagram of a controller according to still another embodiment of the present invention.
As shown in FIG. 6, the controller 60 in this embodiment may mainly include: an acquiring unit 51 and a splitting unit 52.
[0114] The acquiring unit 51 is mainly configured to: when load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than
or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in an optimized area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of
the AAS cell, and load of a second cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, acquire a first antenna parameter combination
corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, where the first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained
after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the AAS cell, or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of
the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter combination includes a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second
antenna parameter of the second cell, where: the first antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a first antenna and a
transmit power of the first antenna, and the second antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a second antenna and a
transmit power of the second antenna.
[0115] The splitting unit 52 is connected to the acquiring unit 51, and is mainly configured to split an AAS antenna
according to the first antenna parameter combination.
[0116] In a possible implementation manner, a coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to
the first antenna parameter combination is greater than or equal to a coverage counter threshold.
[0117] In a possible implementation manner, the acquiring unit 51 may first calculate a coverage counter, and then
calculate a capacity. In this way, the acquiring unit 51 may mainly include: a third acquiring subunit 511 and a fourth
acquiring subunit 512. The third acquiring subunit 511 is mainly configured to acquire multiple antenna parameter
combinations that meet a coverage condition, where the coverage condition refers to that the coverage counter of the
optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold. The fourth acquiring subunit 512 is mainly
configured to calculate a capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter
combinations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to
the maximum capacity.
[0118] In a possible implementation manner, the third acquiring subunit 511 may mainly include: a fifth acquiring
subunit 511 a, a second estimation subunit 511b, a second coverage calculation subunit 511c, and a sixth acquiring
subunit 511d. The fifth acquiring subunit 511 a is mainly configured to acquire measurement information that is collected
by user equipment in an optimized area within a preset duration. The second estimation subunit 511b is mainly configured
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to perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations,
to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna parameter
combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations. The second coverage calculation subunit 511c is mainly
configured to calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, the coverage counter that is
of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination. The sixth acquiring subunit 511d is
mainly configured to compare calculated coverage counters corresponding to all the antenna parameter combinations
with the coverage counter threshold, to acquire the multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet the coverage
condition.
[0119] In a possible implementation manner, the measurement information includes an SINR and a reference signal
received power RSRP that are of the user equipment; the second estimation subunit 511b is specifically configured to
perform estimation on the basis of the SINR and the RSRP by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations, to
obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the RSRP that are corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and the second coverage calculation subunit
511c is specifically configured to calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the
RSRP, the coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.
[0120] In a possible implementation manner, the measurement information further includes a throughput of the user
equipment; the second estimation subunit 511b is specifically further configured to perform estimation on the basis of
the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the through-
put and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the fourth acquiring subunit 512 is specifically configured to: calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR
and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition; and calculate,
according to the RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to
each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition, to acquire an antenna parameter combination
corresponding to the maximum capacity.
[0121] In a possible implementation manner, the acquiring unit 51 can also calculate a capacity and then calculate a
coverage counter. In this way, the acquiring unit 51 is specifically configured to: acquire measurement information that
is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration; perform estimation on the basis of the
measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the
measurement information and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter
combinations; calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and acquire, according to the capacity that
is of the optimized area, corresponding to each antenna parameter combination, and calculated by the third capacity
calculation subunit, the first antenna parameter combination that is of antenna parameter combinations meeting the
coverage condition and that is corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, where the coverage condition
refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold.
[0122] In a possible implementation manner, the capacity counter of the optimized area can be obtained by using
Formula 1: 

where p is the RB usage of the optimized area; q is the load difference rate of the optimized area; k1 and k2 are a
proportion of the RB usage of the optimized area and a proportion of the load difference rate of the optimized area,
respectively, and k1+k2=1; and G1 is the capacity counter, where a smaller capacity counter indicates a larger capacity.
[0123] In a possible implementation manner, Formula 2 is used as a formula for calculating the coverage counter: 

where n is a quantity of pieces of the acquired measurement information of the optimized area; i=1, 2, ..., n, where i is
an integer; DLRSRP(i) and DLRSSINR(i) are the estimated value of the RSRP and the estimated value of the SINR,
respectively; ThreshDLRSRP and ThreshDLRSSINR are an RSRP threshold and an SINR threshold, respectively; k3 and
k4 are a proportion of the RSRP and a proportion of the SINR, respectively, and k3+k4=1; when DLRSRP(i) ≥
ThreshDLRSRP, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 1, and otherwise, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 0; and F1 is the
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coverage counter.
[0124] The controller 60 according to this embodiment of the present invention can be specifically configured to execute
the antenna splitting method in an active antenna system in the foregoing Embodiment 3. For details about the antenna
splitting method in an active antenna system in Embodiment 3, reference may be made to the foregoing embodiment.
[0125] According to the controller provided in this embodiment of the present invention, when load of an active antenna
system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in an optimized area is not overloaded, load of a
first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, and load of a second cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, an acquiring
unit may first acquire an antenna parameter combination of the optimized area that meets a coverage condition, and
then acquire, according to the antenna parameter combination of the optimized area that meets the coverage condition,
an antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area. The controller can also
first calculate a capacity of the optimized area, and then acquire, according to the capacity of the optimized area, an
antenna parameter combination that is of antenna parameter combinations meeting the coverage condition and that is
corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area. Finally, the splitting unit can split the AAS antenna according
to a beam corresponding to the antenna parameter combination that is acquired by the acquiring unit and corresponding
to a maximum capacity of the optimized area. The controller provided in this embodiment of the present invention splits
an antenna of a heavily loaded AAS cell by using an antenna parameter combination that meets a coverage condition
and corresponding to a maximum capacity value, and can effectively reduce the load of the heavily loaded AAS cell,
and effectively increase a capacity of the optimized area.

Embodiment 7

[0126] FIG. 7 is a structural block diagram of a controller according to still another embodiment of the present invention.
The controller 700 may be a computation-capable host server, personal computer PC, or portable computer or terminal,
or the like. Specific implementation of a computing node is not limited in a specific embodiment of the present invention.
[0127] The controller 700 includes a processor (processor) 710, a communications interface (Communications Inter-
face) 720, a memory (memory array) 730, and a bus 740. The processor 710, the communications interface 720, and
the memory 730 communicate with each other by using the bus 740.
[0128] The communications interface 720 is configured to communicate with a network element, where the network
element includes, for example, a virtual machine management center and a shared memory.
[0129] The processor 710 is configured to execute a program. The processor 710 may be a central processing unit
CPU, an application-specific integrated circuit ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit), or one or more integrated
circuits that are configured to implement an embodiment of the present invention.
[0130] The memory 730 is configured to store a file. The memory 730 may include a high-speed RAM memory, and
may further include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile memory), for example, at least one disk memory. The memory
730 may also be a memory array. The memory 730 may also be divided into blocks, and the blocks may be combined
into a virtual volume according to a rule.
[0131] In a possible implementation manner, the memory 730 stores program code that includes a computer operation
instruction, and the processor 710 invokes the program code stored in the memory 730 to perform the following steps:

when load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in an optimized
area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, and load of a second cell is less than
the load of the AAS cell, acquire a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of
the optimized area, where
the first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the AAS
cell, or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter combination
includes a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second antenna parameter of the second cell, where: the
first antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a first antenna and a transmit power of the first antenna, and the
second antenna parameter includes a downtilt of a second antenna and a transmit power of the second antenna; and
split an AAS antenna according to the first antenna parameter combination.

[0132] In a possible implementation manner, the acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a
maximum capacity of the optimized area includes:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized
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area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquiring, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter
combination, the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity of the optimized area.

[0133] In a possible implementation manner, the measurement information includes a signal to interference plus noise
ratio SINR and a throughput that are of the user equipment; and the performing estimation on the basis of the measurement
information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement
information and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations
specifically includes:

performing estimation on the basis of the SINR and the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter com-
binations, to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the throughput that are corresponding
to each antenna combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations.

[0134] In a possible implementation manner, the calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement
information, a capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination specifically
includes:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource
block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination; and
calculating, according to the RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized area and
corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

[0135] In a possible implementation manner, the acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a
maximum capacity of the optimized area further includes:

a coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the first antenna parameter combination is
greater than or equal to a coverage counter threshold.

[0136] In a possible implementation manner, the acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a
maximum capacity of the optimized area includes:

acquiring multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage condition, where the coverage condition
refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold; and
calculating the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter combi-
nations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the
maximum capacity.

[0137] In a possible implementation manner, the acquiring antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage
condition includes:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a coverage counter that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
comparing calculated coverage counters corresponding to all the antenna parameter combinations with the coverage
counter threshold, to acquire the multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet the coverage condition.

[0138] In a possible implementation manner, the measurement information includes an SINR and a reference signal
received power RSRP that are of the user equipment; and the performing estimation on the basis of the measurement
information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement
information and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations
specifically includes:

performing estimation on the basis of the SINR and the RSRP by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations,
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to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the RSRP that are corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, the coverage counter that is of
the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination specifically includes:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the RSRP, the coverage
counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

[0139] In a possible implementation manner, the measurement information further includes a throughput of the user
equipment; and the performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna
parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations specifically further includes:

performing estimation on the basis of the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations, to
obtain an estimated value that is of the throughput and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of
the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the calculating the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter
combinations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination corresponding
to the maximum capacity specifically includes:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource
block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination that meets the coverage condition; and
calculating, according to the RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized area
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition, to acquire an
antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity.

[0140] In a possible implementation manner, the acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a
maximum capacity of the optimized area includes:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquiring, according to the calculated capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination, the first antenna parameter combination that is of antenna parameter combinations meeting
the coverage condition and that is corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, where the coverage
condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter
threshold.

[0141] In a possible implementation manner, the capacity counter of the optimized area is obtained by using Formula 1: 

where p is the RB usage of the optimized area; q is the load difference rate of the optimized area; k1 and k2 are a
proportion of the RB usage of the optimized area and a proportion of the load difference rate of the optimized area,
respectively, and k1+k2=1; and G1 is the capacity counter, where a smaller capacity counter indicates a larger capacity.
[0142] In a possible implementation manner, Formula 2 is used as a formula for calculating the coverage counter: 
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where n is a quantity of pieces of the acquired measurement information of the optimized area; i=1, 2, ..., n, where i is
an integer; DLRSRP(i) and DLRSSINR(i) are the estimated value of the RSRP and the estimated value of the SINR,
respectively; ThreshDLRSRP and ThreshDLRSSINR are an RSRP threshold and an SINR threshold, respectively; k3 and
k4 are a proportion of the RSRP and a proportion of the SINR, respectively, and k3+k4=1; when DLRSRP(i) ≥
ThreshDLRSRP, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 1, and otherwise, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 0; and F1 is the
coverage counter.
[0143] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware that, exemplary units and algorithm steps in the embodiments
described in this specification may be implemented by electronic hardware or a combination of computer software and
electronic hardware. Whether the functions are implemented by hardware or software depends on particular applications
and design constraint conditions of the technical solutions. A person skilled in the art may select different methods to
implement the described functions for a particular application, but it should not be considered that the implementation
goes beyond the scope of the present invention.
[0144] If the functions are implemented in a form of computer software and sold or used as an independent product,
it can be deemed to some extent that all or some of the technical solutions of the present invention (for example, the
part contributing to the prior art) are implemented in a form of a computer software product. The computer software
product is generally stored in a computer readable storage medium and includes several instructions for instructing a
computer device (which may be a personal computer, a server, or a network device, and the like) to perform all or some
of the steps of the methods described in the embodiments of the present invention. The foregoing storage medium
includes any medium that can store program code, such as a USB flash drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only
memory (ROM, Read-Only Memory), a random access memory (RAM, Random Access Memory), a magnetic disk, or
an optical disc.
[0145] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific embodiments of the present invention, but are not intended to
limit the protection scope of the present invention. Any variation or replacement readily figured out by a person skilled
in the art within the technical scope disclosed in the present invention shall fall within the protection scope of the present
invention. Therefore, the protection scope of the present invention shall be subject to the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. An antenna splitting method in an active antenna system, comprising:

when load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a load threshold, if a cell in an
optimized area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, and load of a second
cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, acquiring a first antenna parameter combination corresponding to a
maximum capacity of the optimized area, wherein
the first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the
AAS cell, or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter
combination comprises a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second antenna parameter of the second
cell, wherein: the first antenna parameter comprises a downtilt of a first antenna and a transmit power of the
first antenna, and the second antenna parameter comprises a downtilt of a second antenna and a transmit
power of the second antenna; and
splitting an AAS antenna according to the first antenna parameter combination.

2. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to claim 1, wherein the acquiring a first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area comprises:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset
duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter com-
binations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquiring, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter
combination, the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity of the optimized
area.

3. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to claim 2, wherein the measurement information
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comprises a signal to interference plus noise ratio SINR and a throughput that are of the user equipment; and the
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations specifically comprises:

performing estimation on the basis of the SINR and the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter
combinations, to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the throughput that are
corresponding to each antenna combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations.

4. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to claim 3, wherein the calculating, according
to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding
to each antenna parameter combination specifically comprises:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource
block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination; and
calculating, according to the RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized area
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

5. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to claim 1, wherein the acquiring a first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area further comprises:

a coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the first antenna parameter combination
is greater than or equal to a coverage counter threshold.

6. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to claim 5, wherein the acquiring a first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area comprises:

acquiring multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage condition, wherein the coverage
condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage
counter threshold; and
calculating the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter
combinations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination correspond-
ing to the maximum capacity.

7. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to claim 6, wherein the acquiring antenna
parameter combinations that meet a coverage condition comprises:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset
duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter com-
binations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a coverage counter that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
comparing calculated coverage counters corresponding to all the antenna parameter combinations with the
coverage counter threshold, to acquire the multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet the coverage
condition.

8. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to claim 7, wherein the measurement information
comprises an SINR and a reference signal received power RSRP that are of the user equipment; and the performing
estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain
an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna parameter combi-
nation of the multiple antenna parameter combinations specifically comprises:

performing estimation on the basis of the SINR and the RSRP by using the multiple antenna parameter com-
binations, to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the RSRP that are corresponding
to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
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the calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, the coverage counter that is
of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination specifically comprises:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the RSRP, the coverage
counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

9. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to claim 8, wherein the measurement information
further comprises a throughput of the user equipment; and the performing estimation on the basis of the measurement
information by using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measure-
ment information and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter
combinations specifically further comprises:

performing estimation on the basis of the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations, to
obtain an estimated value that is of the throughput and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination
of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the calculating the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to the multiple antenna parameter
combinations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna parameter combination correspond-
ing to the maximum capacity specifically comprises:

calculating, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a
resource block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to
each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition; and
calculating, according to the RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition, to
acquire an antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity.

10. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to claim 5, wherein the acquiring a first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area comprises:

acquiring measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset
duration;
performing estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter com-
binations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each
antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculating, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquiring, according to the calculated capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination, the first antenna parameter combination that is of antenna parameter combinations
meeting the coverage condition and that is corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, wherein
the coverage condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the
coverage counter threshold.

11. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein the
capacity counter of the optimized area is obtained by using Formula 1: 

wherein p is the RB usage of the optimized area; q is the load difference rate of the optimized area; k1 and k2 are
a proportion of the RB usage of the optimized area and a proportion of the load difference rate of the optimized
area, respectively, and k1+k2=1; and G1 is the capacity counter, wherein a smaller capacity counter indicates a
larger capacity.

12. The antenna splitting method in an active antenna system according to any one of claims 5 to 11, wherein Formula
2 is used as a formula for calculating the coverage counter: 
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wherein n is a quantity of pieces of the acquired measurement information of the optimized area; i=1, 2, ..., n, wherein
i is an integer; DLRSRP(i) and DLRSSINR(i) are the estimated value of the RSRP and the estimated value of the
SINR, respectively; ThreshDLRSRP and ThreshDLRSSINR are an RSRP threshold and an SINR threshold, respectively;
k3 and k4 are a proportion of the RSRP and a proportion of the SINR, respectively, and k3+k4=1; when DLRSRP(i)
≥ ThreshDLRSRP, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 1, and otherwise, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 0; and F1 is the
coverage counter.

13. A controller, comprising:

an acquiring unit, configured to: when load of an active antenna system AAS cell is greater than or equal to a
load threshold, if a cell in an optimized area is not overloaded, load of a first cell is less than the load of the AAS
cell, and load of a second cell is less than the load of the AAS cell, acquire a first antenna parameter combination
corresponding to a maximum capacity of the optimized area, wherein
the first cell and the second cell are two cells obtained after the AAS cell is pre-split, the optimized area is the
AAS cell, or is the AAS cell and at least one neighboring cell of the AAS cell, and the first antenna parameter
combination comprises a first antenna parameter of the first cell and a second antenna parameter of the second
cell, wherein: the first antenna parameter comprises a downtilt of a first antenna and a transmit power of the
first antenna, and the second antenna parameter comprises a downtilt of a second antenna and a transmit
power of the second antenna; and
a splitting unit, configured to split an AAS antenna according to the first antenna parameter combination.

14. The controller according to claim 13, wherein the acquiring unit comprises:

a first acquiring subunit, configured to acquire measurement information that is collected by user equipment in
the optimized area within a preset duration;
a first estimation subunit, configured to perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by
using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement infor-
mation and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combi-
nations;
a first capacity calculation subunit, configured to calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement
information, a capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination;
and
a second acquiring subunit, configured to acquire, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area,
corresponding to each antenna parameter combination, and calculated by the first capacity calculation subunit,
the first antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity of the optimized area.

15. The controller according to claim 14, wherein the measurement information comprises a signal to interference plus
noise ratio SINR and a throughput that are of the user equipment; and the first estimation subunit is specifically
configured to:

perform estimation on the basis of the SINR and the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter
combinations, to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the throughput that are
corresponding to each antenna combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations.

16. The controller according to claim 15, wherein the first capacity calculation subunit is specifically configured to:

calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput that are
obtained by the first estimation subunit, a resource block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
calculate, according to the resource block RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the
optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

17. The controller according to claim 16, wherein a coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding
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to the first antenna parameter combination is greater than or equal to a coverage counter threshold.

18. The controller according to claim 17, wherein the acquiring unit comprises:

a third acquiring subunit, configured to acquire multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet a coverage
condition, wherein the coverage condition refers to that the coverage counter of the optimized area is greater
than or equal to the coverage counter threshold; and
a fourth acquiring subunit, configured to calculate the capacity that is of the optimized area and corresponding
to the multiple antenna parameter combinations that meet the coverage condition, to acquire the first antenna
parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity.

19. The controller according to claim 18, wherein the third acquiring subunit comprises:

a fifth acquiring subunit, configured to acquire measurement information that is collected by user equipment in
the optimized area within a preset duration;
a second estimation subunit, configured to perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by
using multiple antenna parameter combinations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement infor-
mation and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combi-
nations;
a second coverage calculation subunit, configured to calculate, according to the estimated value of the meas-
urement information, the coverage counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination; and
a sixth acquiring subunit, configured to compare calculated coverage counters corresponding to all the antenna
parameter combinations with the coverage counter threshold, to acquire the multiple antenna parameter com-
binations that meet the coverage condition.

20. The controller according to claim 19, wherein the measurement information comprises an SINR and a reference
signal received power RSRP that are of the user equipment; and the second estimation subunit is specifically
configured to:

perform estimation on the basis of the SINR and the RSRP by using the multiple antenna parameter combina-
tions, to obtain an estimated value of the SINR and an estimated value of the RSRP that are corresponding to
each antenna parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the second coverage calculation subunit is specifically configured to:

calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the RSRP, the coverage
counter that is of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination.

21. The controller according to claim 20, wherein the measurement information further comprises a throughput of the
user equipment; and the second estimation subunit is specifically further configured to:

perform estimation on the basis of the throughput by using the multiple antenna parameter combinations, to
obtain an estimated value that is of the throughput and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination
of the multiple antenna parameter combinations; and
the fourth acquiring subunit is specifically configured to:

calculate, according to the estimated value of the SINR and the estimated value of the throughput, a resource
block RB usage and a load difference rate that are of the optimized area and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination that meets the coverage condition; and
calculate, according to the RB usage and the load difference rate, the capacity that is of the optimized area
and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination that meets the coverage condition, to acquire
an antenna parameter combination corresponding to the maximum capacity.

22. The controller according to claim 17, wherein the acquiring unit is specifically configured to:

acquire measurement information that is collected by user equipment in the optimized area within a preset
duration;
perform estimation on the basis of the measurement information by using multiple antenna parameter combi-
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nations, to obtain an estimated value that is of the measurement information and corresponding to each antenna
parameter combination of the multiple antenna parameter combinations;
calculate, according to the estimated value of the measurement information, a capacity that is of the optimized
area and corresponding to each antenna parameter combination; and
acquire, according to the capacity that is of the optimized area, corresponding to each antenna parameter
combination, and calculated by the third capacity calculation subunit, the first antenna parameter combination
that is of antenna parameter combinations meeting the coverage condition and that is corresponding to a
maximum capacity of the optimized area, wherein the coverage condition refers to that the coverage counter
of the optimized area is greater than or equal to the coverage counter threshold.

23. The controller according to any one of claims 13 to 22, wherein the capacity counter of the optimized area is obtained
by using Formula 1: 

wherein p is the RB usage of the optimized area; q is the load difference rate of the optimized area; k1 and k2 are
a proportion of the RB usage of the optimized area and a proportion of the load difference rate of the optimized
area, respectively, and k1+k2=1; and G1 is the capacity counter, wherein a smaller capacity counter indicates a
larger capacity.

24. The controller according to any one of claims 17 to 23, wherein Formula 2 is used as a formula for calculating the
coverage counter: 

wherein n is a quantity of pieces of the acquired measurement information of the optimized area; i=1, 2, ..., n, wherein
i is an integer; DLRSRP(i) and DLRSSINR(i) are the estimated value of the RSRP and the estimated value of the
SINR, respectively; ThreshDLRSRP and ThreshDLRSSINR are an RSRP threshold and an SINR threshold, respectively;
k3 and k4 are a proportion of the RSRP and a proportion of the SINR, respectively, and k3+k4=1; when DLRSRP(i)
≥ ThreshDLRSRP, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 1, and otherwise, (DLRSRP(i) ≥ ThreshDLRSRP) is 0; and F1 is the
coverage counter.
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